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Marketing for small businesses
About this tutorial
Marketing for small businesses are usually associated with low budget and creative marketing techniques. There
are many methods how to attract customers in small businesses, i.e. guerrilla, provocative, viral, permission,
buzz, etc. marketing.
This tutorial provides an overview about marketing methods could be used for small businesses. It has been
created by Ausra Rutelione from Kaunas University of Technology

What are techniques of marketing for SME?
Guerrilla marketing is an advertising strategy, in which low-cost unconventional means are utilized, often in a
localized fashion or large network of individual cells, to convey or promote a product or an idea.

Eight guerrilla marketing tips for small businesses
1.
Tried and Traditional T-Shirts. This is one of the oldest and most successful guerrilla marketing tools. If
you buy a half dozen T-shirts, or more if you can afford them, and have them imprinted with your company
name you have a good chance of bringing in more business. In smaller, but visible lettering, you can include a
phone number, street address and website address. Wear one shirt yourself and pass out the others to people
who move about your neighborhood as a way of creating a walking ad for your company.
2.
Tag Your Car or Truck. What you did for your T-shirt, you can do for your car, truck, van, SUV or even
your bike. Paint or stencil your company logo and other information on your vehicle and you'll have a traveling
billboard.
3.
Flyers in Strategic Places. Find an inexpensive printer, run off an affordable number of single-sheet flyers
and deposit them in strategic locales. If you own a book store, you can leave flyers there. You can also leave
flyers at your local library or a college or university library. For auto repair shops, leave flyers at a towing
company. For restaurants, commuter train stations might be a productive site. Be sure to get permission before
leaving flyers.
4.
Flyer Swaps. Make a deal with other merchants in your neighborhood or city to provide a spot for their
flyers if they do the same for you. You may be able to get exposure for your business in another business
location. A dry cleaner might have flyers for a restaurant and vice versa. A clothing store might be a good place
for a travel agency's flyers and vice versa.
5.

Project Your Image. Have a slide made that includes your logo, company name, phone number and

address. Add brief copy about what products or services you offer. After dark, project the slide on the side of a
building. Change locations frequently, but look for sites where the most people can see it.
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6.
Join the Right Groups. Join your local Chamber of Commerce, and other appropriate groups to start a
productive network of potential customers, vendors and consultants. You'll find a diverse pool of people and
you'll be able to help each other, not only as mutual customers, but as advisors as well.
7.
Put Sticky Notes Everywhere. Write out your sales message on Post-It notes and paste them everywhere
people will see them. Bathrooms are not off limits - remember, this is guerrilla marketing. Ask a member of the
opposite sex to post the notes in targeted bathrooms at movie theatres and restaurants. You can also put PostIt notes in fitting rooms at clothing stores.
8.

Invite People to Come in and Complain or Suggest. Place some posters in your neighbourhood

announcing a "Come In and Complain or Suggest Day" at your business establishment. The idea is to attract
traffic, listen to what your customers dislike and want, and to draw in potential customers. You might also offer
some free, inexpensive gift as an incentive. The complaints and suggestions may be written or spoken. When
you get complaints, make sure you promise to resolve them. When you get good suggestions, promise to use
them.

Associated marketing trends
Reverse graﬃti
Reverse graffiti, also known as clean tagging, dust tagging, grime writing, green graffiti or clean advertising, is a
method of creating temporary or semi permanent images on walls or other surfaces by removing dirt from a
surface. It is often done by removing dirt/dust with the fingertip(s) from windows or other dirty surfaces, such as
writing 'wash me' on a dirty vehicle.

Viral marketing, viral advertising, or marketing buzz
These are buzzwords referring to marketing techniques that use pre-existing social networks and other
technologies to produce increases in brand awareness or to achieve other marketing objectives (such as
product sales) through self-replicating viral processes, analogous to the spread of viruses or computer viruses. It
can be delivered by word of mouth or enhanced by the network effects of the Internet and mobile networks.
Viral marketing may take the form of video clips, interactive Flash games, eBooks, branded software, images,
text messages, email messages, or web pages.
See viral marketing examples here: http://blog.crowdspring.com/2010/09/5-great-viral-marketing-campaignsand-what-small-businesses-can-learn-from-them/

Provocative marketing
Provocative marketing is about provoking thought as well as a visceral reaction. It is about configuring a product
or concept in such a way as to make consumers and general public do a bit of a double take and think, "Wow."
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This means that provocative marketing is about not only thinking creatively but pushing the envelope regarding
what is acceptable. Not tearing the envelope is the secret.

See successful provocative advertising examples here:
http://www.trendhunter.com/slideshow/provocative-advertising

Radical marketing
This is just not innovation or traditional marketing. It is wilder and crazier. Radical Marketing focuses on big
picture growth and expansion rather than on short term profits. Radical marketers make a visceral connection
with customers, a long term commitment to the cause and make the best of what’s at hand.
Rules of radical marketing are:
• Love & respect your customers- “we are them and they are us”. See them not as million customers, but as
million individualists.
• Create a community of customers (i.e. Harley-Davidson).
• Celebrate uncommon sense- break the rules. For example, rather than try to maximize distribution of product
to place as much as possible in the market, they may tend to limit availability to create pent-up demand, and
thus foster loyalty and commitment among their distributors.
• Be true to the brand- every radical marketer would rather go out of business tomorrow than diminish quality
today.

Permission marketing
Permission marketing is a term used in marketing in general and e-marketing specifically. The undesirable
opposite of permission marketing is interruption marketing. Marketers obtain permission before advancing to the
next step in the purchasing process. This form of marketing requires that the prospective customer has either
given explicit permission for the marketer to send their promotional message (like an email or catalog request) or
implicit permission (like querying a search engine). This can be either via an online email opt-in form or by using
search engines, which implies a request for information which can include that of a commercial nature. To
illustrate, consider someone who searches for "buy shoes." Online shoe stores have searchers' permission to
make an offer that solves their shoe problem. Marketers feel that this is a more efficient use of their resources
because the offers are sent to people only if actually interested in the product.
See more in a book of guru of permission marketing Seth Godin: http://www.sethgodin.com/permission/
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Presence marketing
Presence marketing is along the same principles as ambient marketing. The principle lays in communicating the
products to the target audience on daily basis in such a way that it raises the recognition continuously.
Presence marketing on Internet is performed mostly on social networks. By being active on blogs, social
networks or any other format that places a high dividend on visibility, companies and brands are engaging in
Presence Marketing (Brazell, 2008).

Social Presence Marketing may be defined as an activity of promoting the product or services in already existing
conversations on social networks or websites in a way that enhances the dialogue with the target audience and
it raises the probability of purchase of the product. Thus in situation when target audience notice that the
communication of the products or promotion of the company is coordinated commercially from the side of the
business. The potential negative effect may significantly affect the company´s image as points out.

Grassroots marketing
It is tapping into the collective efforts of brand enthusiasts. All “grassroots” really means in this context is
something unconventional that allows your brand to meet your customers where they live and work -- as
contrasted with advertising, which depends on mass media to reach them.
Read about Grassroots Marketing Success Stories for small business in http://www.startupnation.com/
business-articles/1294/1/

Forehead Advertising
This is a type of nontraditional advertising that involves using a person's forehead as advertising space.
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Buzz marketing
This term is used in word-of-mouth marketing— is the interaction of consumers and users of a product or
service which serves to amplify the original marketing message, a vague but positive association, excitement,
or anticipation about a product or service. Positive "buzz" is often a goal of viral marketing, public relations, and
of advertising on Web 2.0 media.
Buzz marketing works because individuals are easier to trust than organizations that may be perceived to have
vested interests in promoting their products and/or services.

It is possible for firms to track the marketing buzz of their products online using buzz monitoring, that is is the
keeping track of consumer responses to commercial services and products, to establish the marketing buzz
surrounding a new or existing offer. See more in http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buzz_monitoring

Undercover Marketing
An undercover campaign which aims to generate buzz, is economical, and once sufficient buzz has been
generated, is almost free, as consumers "market" the product to others, through a network of referrals which
grows and grows. However, when it works, undercover marketing does exactly that: an ideal consumer from the
example above will not only begin using that product themselves, but will also tell their friends about it, inciting a
planned viral marketing campaign that appears spontaneous. Financial risk here is relatively small because such
marketing approach requires fewer expenses and is usually more cost-effective as well.
Sony Ericsson used this marketing in 2002 when they hired 60 actors in 10 major cities, and had them "accost
strangers and ask them: Would you mind taking my picture?" The actor then handed the stranger a brand new
picture phone while talking about how cool the new device was. "And thus an act of civility was converted into a
branding event."
See more in YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XYuwuE8-qik

Tissue-pack marketing is a type of guerrilla marketing that is a phenomenon in Japan. Companies use small,
portable tissue packages to move advertising copy directly into consumers' hands. About 4 billion of these
packages of tissues are distributed on the streets annually in Japan—largely outside of subway stations.
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Wait marketing
It refers to a marketing technique consists in interacting with consumers where and when they are available and
receptive: while they are waiting. This includes contexts like in the doctor's waiting room, in traffic jams, on
social media platforms, at the airport, in the train station, and while standing in a fast-food queue or in stores.

Conclusion
According to guerilla marketing guru Jay Conrad Levinson, regular marketing is centered on dollars. Guerrilla
marketing requires that you invest time, energy and imagination. Typically, guerrilla marketing campaigns are
unexpected and unconventional, potentially interactive, and consumers are targeted in unexpected places.
Guerrilla marketers use all of their contacts, both professional and personal, and examine their company and its
products, looking for sources of publicity. Many forms of publicity can be very inexpensive, or even free.
Levinson says that when implementing guerrilla marketing tactics, small size is actually an advantage. Small
organizations and entrepreneurs are able to obtain publicity more easily than large companies, as they are
closer to their customers and considerably more agile.
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Networking & Collaboration
About this tutorial
The ability to network and collaborate is essential for every business to find the right partners, services,
investors, suppliers, advices you need for your business to build enduring, mutually beneficial relationships.
Collaboration helps you to focus on your specific competencies and services and brings fresh, unbiased
opinions to your projects and activities.
Even though everyone is doing it or at least talking about networking and collaboration, a clarification of the
basics and differences seems to be useful and this is what you will get out from this tutorial.
This tutorial has been written by Shan Ashton from Dailgwalia and Christine Graf from cocoate.com

What are networks?
A network is a group of individuals and/or organizations that are linked together for mutual interest. They can be
formal or informal and can be established in a variety of ways.
Some networks may be very formally set up with a constitution and designated roles and actions. Others may
be less formal and may simply meet regularly, perhaps produce a newsletter to keep members informed of
areas of interest within a sector or across different sectors.
Informal networks are more familiar. They are 'unofficial' in style, and a means for people/groups to gather
information that support their group,company, job or areas of interest. They tend to be more simple in formation
and practice
All forms provide an opportunity to see outside specific workplaces to the communities served. They can all
include organizations/groups in the same or different sectors. All types can be effective mechanisms for
influencing the views and decisions of key people in communities, other organizations and in policy formation.
Nevertheless each form can be more effective than the other in different circumstances. For example, the formal
is more likely to influence policy formation such as the Federation of Small Businesses influencing government
policies in relation to small businesses. A more informal network may be better influencing matters in the local
community or locating specific local support and links.
There may be no obvious or apparent link or thread joining groups/individuals other than a simple network of
contacts. The nature of networks
The common feature of all networks, whatever their form, is that they are about relationships and are as much
about what you can contribute as about what you can take from the network.
Networking is about far more than attending a networking event and shaking hands; it's about being proactive
in terms of learning, sharing, contributing, gaining.
Business networking is the leveraging your business and personal connections can bring you in gaining new
customers / regular supply of new business / new ideas / new resources. It is a business development tool and
applies to all sizes and shapes of business.
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It sounds deceptively simple but because it involves relationship building it can be a complex process:
Think about it
•

How many people do you know?

•
•

How many of these people truly understand what you do?
How many of these have directed potential customers to you?

•

How many of those have actually turned into business?

Business Networks
The bottom line: it is about relationship building – people buy from people they trust and trust grows through
relationship, relationships require your input too...you must bring something to the table. It can be a most costeffective way to gain and develop business.
Networking for business growth must be strategic and focused.
• Not everyone you meet can help move your business forward – but everything you do can be driven by the
intention to develop your business.
• We have total control over whom we meet, where we meet them and how we develop and leverage
relationships for mutual benefit.
• Networking your business means you have to be proactive
• The core of networking is doing something specific each week that is focused on networking for business
development
• Make a plan, focus and be consistent.
When you understand exactly what business networking is and step up to the challenge, you'll find avenues of
opportunity that you may have otherwise never discovered and you'll be making an invaluable investment in the
steady growth of your business.

Strategy of networking
There are a lot of tools and platforms available to manage your contacts, e.g.:
http://mailchimp.com
http://www.bitrix24.com
http://linkedin.com
Your networking activities should be implemented in your strategic business development.
These questions you should answer to improve your network activities:
Think for 5 minutes – what do you see as networking?
• How do you get contacts?
• Where do they network?
• Where do you network?
• What kind of information/services you require in the role you hold that you cannot get from within your
organisation.
• What kind of organisations, groups or people can you provide with the information / services you may require
• What are situations where you need to call on members in your network for support
• In what kind of network activities are you you or have been involved in with other groups / organisations
• How do you organize your contacts?
This checklist might help your to improve your contact ressources:
12
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Person, group or organization and

Contact protocol

contact details

Information and support provided
or collaborative activities that can
be organized

Collaboration
Collaboration requires honesty on the part of all participants and a commitment to work together for a common
good (e.g. creating a quality tea/foodie culture in north west Wales and beyond) and not to undermine each
other as businesses.

How does collaboration diﬀer to networking?
Collaboration suggests a more practical activity in terms of your business. You will be doing more than sharing
ideas, supporting each other, you will actually do something physical. For example you may distribute each
others goods even if you are each others main competitors or undertake marketing together or group
purchasing in order to achieve economies of scale.
In order to be successful it does require some common belief or value base, though this can be flexible in the
sense that not all participants in the collaboration will necessarily be as passionate about the activity as yourself!
So with a local/regional food distribution collaboration for example, some of you must be passionate about
creating change though you need to accept that not all will carry the exact same vision as yourself. (See case
studies from Wales
Establishing and maintaining collaborations:
• Consider where your business operates, its locality, its region and the surrounding economies and
geographies.
• What are the positives and negatives of operating in such a place?
• Who else works there?
• Are they in the same sector as you?
• Or a related sector?
• Are there things you can do together to overcome the issues you face, e.g. poor infrastructure and
distribution.
To improve your collaborative activities, try to answer these questions:
• what are your passions in business and life?
• identify key issues facing your business, in your locality/region
• work to discover collaborative solutions
• visually map the possibilities, firstly think about the potential NOT the negatives
• think about the possible problems
• map more solutions
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Corporate Identity
(and Branding) for
small businesses and
family businesses
About this tutorial
Having a good visual identity is what is needed to make a small business become something bigger. Often,
small businesses do their own business papers, and
likely don't have the budget to pay a designer even though the difference between a poorly designed logo and
the same logo re-designed by a professional is immense.
The tutorial has been created by Julie Deganutti from Jade Black Design and provides you with a checklist of
what to do, what to consider, creating your company's visual identity (colors, logo, fonts, etc), how to create
things by yourself, and lastly how to find a designer when the time is right.

Why do I need a corporate identity for my business?
A well-thought-out identity (or brand) for your business is essential in today’s world. Competition is everywhere,
and if you don’t stand out from the crowd, you will get left behind. A professional looking identity will get your
business noticed.
1. A good corporate identity communicates to your customers that you are professional, and increases your
credibility as a stable, established, respected business. It should also communicate your values, who you are,
and what you do. A professional and consistent identity reflects these attributes onto your business. It’s not
enough to have a great product, your business must have a great image too.
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2. A strong identity makes your business more memorable. In general, people remember what they see better
than what they hear or read. We are all visual people, and especially in today’s world, image is paramount. This
is especially true for international and internet business: an identity system that clearly communicates the
product or service speaks more effectively to an international audience.

3. A unique identity differentiates you from your competition. Let’s face it, unless your business is in a small
village on top of a mountain, you likely have competitors just around the corner. You don’t want to be confused
with the competition.

4. Especially for family businesses, a corporate identity will reinforce the already established family identity, and
strengthen the team feeling for employees who may not be family members. A corporate identity can show the
public that you are a family, if you wish to communicate this.
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About the psychology of logo design
A logo is composed of shapes and colors. (Letters are shapes!) There is no set of rules about what colors mean
and what shapes mean. Within cultures, colors have meanings, but other cultures will have different meanings
for the same color. The same is true with shapes. Know that people will interpret your logo based on their own
personal perspective and experiences. People from different cultures and different educational levels will see
different meanings in your logo. So finding the “absolute” answer is impossible, but by considering the
psychology behind your logo you can have a bit more control over its interpretation.

About colors
Following are some basic color meanings for the western world, mainly Europe and the Americas. This is only a
guide, and I hesitate to even print it here, as there are a million examples of color being successfully used for
something completely different. Color study is a science, and to understand it in depth takes years.
When designing your identity, keep your color choices simple. If you can get by with just one or two colors,
you’ll create a stronger identity.
It is important that the color choice enhances your identity, but isn’t the core basis. Your logo must work in
black and white; if the meaning is lost when you remove the color, then the logo won’t work.
Color

Meaning

RED

warmth, love, anger, danger, boldness, excitement, speed, strength, energy, determination,
desire, passion, courage

ORANGE

cheerfulness, low cost, affordability, enthusiasm, stimulation, creativity, aggression, food

YELLOW

attention-grabbing, comfort, liveliness, cowardliness, hunger, optimism, overwhelm, Summer,
comfort, liveliness, intellect, happiness, energy, conflict

GREEN

durability, reliability, environmental, luxurious, optimism, well-being, nature, calm, relaxation,
Spring, safety, honesty, optimism, harmony, freshness

BLUE

peace, professionalism, loyalty, reliability, honor, melancholia, boredom, coldness, Winter,
depth, stability, professionalism, honor, trust

PURPLE

power, royalty, nobility, elegance, sophistication, artificial, luxury, mystery, royalty, elegance,
magic

GRAY

conservatism, traditionalism, intelligence, serious, dull, uninteresting

BROWN

relaxing, confident, casual, reassuring, nature, earthy, solid, reliable, genuine, Autumn, endurance

BLACK

Elegance, sophistication, formality, power, strength, illegality, depression, morbidity, night,
death

About Shapes
Shapes also have meanings, but again, this is cultural. The ideas expressed here relate mostly to the western
world.
Excerpt from: http://www.vanseodesign.com/web-design/visual-grammar-shapes/
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Circles
Circles have no beginning or end. They represent the eternal whole and in every culture are an archetypical form
representing the sun, the earth, the moon, the universe, and other celestial objects between. Circles are used
to suggest familiar objects such as wheels, balls, many kinds of fruit. They suggested well-roundedness and
completeness.
Circles have free movement. They can roll. Shading and lines can enhance this sense of movement in circles.
Circles are graceful and their curves are seen as feminine. They are warm, comforting and give a sense of
sensuality and love. Their movement suggests energy and power. Their completeness suggests the infinite,
unity, and harmony.
Circles protect, they endure, they restrict. They confine what’s within and keep things out. They offer safety and
connection. Circles suggests community, integrity, and perfection. Because they are less common in design
they work well to attract attention, provide emphasis, and set things apart.

Squares
Squares and rectangles are stable. They’re familiar and trusted shapes and suggest honesty. They have right
angles and represent order, mathematics, rationality, and formality. They are seen as earthbound. Rectangles are
the most common geometric shape encountered. The majority of text we read is set in rectangles or squares.
Squares and rectangles suggest conformity, peacefulness, solidity, security, and equality. Their familiarity and
stability, along with their commonness can seem boring. They are generally not attention getters, but can be
tilted to add an unexpected twist. Think of web pages that tilts framed images to help them stand out. Every
element on a web page is defined by a rectangle according to the css box model. Web pages are rectangles
made up of smaller rectangles and squares.
In Buddhist symbolism a square (earthbound) inside a circle (eternal whole) represents the relationship between
the human and the divine.

Triangles
Triangles can be stable when sitting on their base or unstable when not. They represent dynamic tension,
action, and aggression. Triangles have energy and power and their stable/unstable dynamic can suggest either
conflict or steady strength. They are balanced and can be a symbol for law, science, and religion.
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Triangles can direct movement based which way they point. They can be used to suggest familiar themes like
pyramids, arrows and, pennants. Spiritually they represent the religious trinity. They can suggest self-discovery
and revelation.
The strength of triangles suggests masculinity. Their dynamic nature make them better suited to a growing high
tech company than a stable financial institution when designing a logo. Triangles can be used to convey
progression, direction, and purpose.

Spirals
Spirals are expressions of creativity. They are often found in the natural growth pattern of many organisms and
suggest the process of growth and evolution. Spirals convey ideas of fertility, birth, death, expansion, and
transformation. They are cycles of time, life, and the seasons and are a common shape in religious and mystical
symbolism.
Spirals move in either direction and represent returning to the same point on life’s journey with new levels of
understanding. They represent trust during change, the release of energy and maintaining flexibility through
transformation.
Clockwise spirals represent projection of an intention and counterclockwise spirals the fulfillment of an intention.
Double spirals can be used to symbolize opposing forces.

Crosses
Crosses symbolize spirituality and healing. They are seen as the meeting place of divine energies. The 4 points
of a cross represent self, nature, wisdom, and higher power or being. Crosses suggest transition, balance, faith,
unity, temperance, hope, and life.
They represent relationships and synthesis and a need for connection to something, whether that something is
group, individual, self, or project related.
As with lines vertical shapes are seen as strong and horizontal shapes are seen as peaceful. Most everything
said about vertical and horizontal lines can be said about vertical and horizontal shapes.

About typography
Information Hierarchy
When planning your design, it’s important to first work out the structure.
Creating a logical hierarchy in your designs make them easier to scan and read.
Identify headlines, subheads, normal body text, and captions, and then design your typography so that these
different levels of communication are clear and harmonious. Headlines should be the most visible text, and easy
to scan. Subheads serve to divide information into coherent groups. The body text should be readable, not too
small, not too light, and with good color contrast.
Also consider that using different typefaces within the same document can help you create distinctions between
different text levels. Many successful publications combine different typefaces to create both classical and
contemporary layouts.

Select Typefaces That Support the Theme
Thinking about the theme of your logo or design while you choose your typefaces will help you make decisions.
Sans-serif fonts tend to look more modern, while serif fonts can look classical or traditional. Handwriting-style
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fonts are very casual, and should be used with caution in business communications. Script text generally looks
extremely formal and elegant.
Keep in mind that these are generalizations… in each case there exist fonts which “break the rules”.

How do I begin?
Always begin with the heart!
The essential part, and first step, of creating your corporate identity is to identify the core values and strengths
of your business. The best image for your company doesn’t come from a stock photo library or from someone
else’s logo, or from magic. It can’t be found in a book or on the internet, either. It comes from the heart and
soul of your business. If you can clearly identify the core values, strengths, and personality of your business, a
visual identity will automatically spring forward.
Many businesses make the mistake of creating an identity without fully defining what their company is and will
be. The end result is a boring, generic identity which doesn’t have any of the unique flavor of your business.
This guide will take you through the basic steps to finding out what your company’s image actually is, and then
how to show that visually.
Quick steps:
1. Identify what your business is / imagine the future
2. Research the competition
3. Brainstorm creative visuals and words / explore symbols and tag-lines (find the memory hooks)
Create! be unique, professional, and appropriate / refine the visuals
4. Evaluate the identity / re-evaluate on a regular basis
5. Document the identity rules
6. Target your customers

The visual identity guide
Make a list of as many adjectives and descriptive words as possible to describe your business:
Who are we?

Identify what your business is / imagine the future

Who are we?
Who are our customers?
How do our customers see us?
What is our product?
Where are we located?
What are our values?
What is our history?
What is our future?

Who is our competition? Research the competition

Who are they?
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Who is our competition? Research the competition

How are they and their product
different from us?
What images and symbols do they
use?
Using the list of words from part 1, brainstorm visual ideas based on those words. Avoid the words from part 2.

What do we look like? Brainstorm creative visuals and words / explore symbols and tag-lines (find the memory
hooks!) Create! be unique, professional, and appropriate / refine the visuals

What is our tagline?

What image(s) would portray us the best ? (Symbols)

What colors portray us best?

What style of photography or illustration works best with our product?

Create a logo/logotype/system that is original and appropriate and functional.

Evaluate
Evaluate the identity / re-evaluate on regular basis:

• Is it legible?
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• Does it convey the business?
• Does the logo work large and small, in print and on the web?
• Is it appropriate?
• Does it look like another identity?
• Can our customers contact us or find us?

Create your brand: a set of rules for your identity
Document the identity rules
• Show your logo in color and b/w
• List the colors of your palette
• List the fonts used
• Show an example of photography style or illustration style

Define what media will best reach your customer base
Think outside the box and target your customers
• Store front / outdoor signs
• Packaging / bags / receipts
• Internet: website / Facebook / Twitter / YouTube / Pinterest
• Paper: business cards / brochures / billing statements
• Ads: radio / TV / billboards / magazine / web banners / newspaper

Do-it-yourself resources
• Color meanings:
• http://www.color-wheel-pro.com/color-meaning.html
• Logo design:
• http://inkscape.org : free vector drawing software
• www.gimp.org : free pixel art software
• http://www.adobe.com/ : professional vector, pixel, web, print, and motion design software
BEWARE websites claiming to generate logos for free… usually it is only a low-res gif that is free, and the
logos are horrible!
• Business card design
• http://www.scribus.net/canvas/Scribus : free page layout software
• http://www.adobe.com/ : professional vector, pixel, web, print, and motion design software
• Blog
• www.blogger.com
• www.wordpress.com
Facebook:
easiest internet entry point
•
• Website
• www.joomla.org
• www.wordpress.com
• http://www.weebly.com/

About hiring a designer
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Remember the old adage, “You get what you pay for.” Many small businesses can’t afford to pay a top-level
design firm to create their identity. But not all top-level firms are expensive; it is possible to do a great design on
a budget. Use your resources to find creative solutions to getting the best designers possible.

Some tips for working with designers
Don't design
Some clients present their input as solutions: “make the type bigger” or “put a photo of my cat at the top.” This
is a major hindrance to the design process. Graphic designers are problem solvers. So, present them with a
problem to solve, instead of offering solutions. Why? Because professional designers are trained at visual
problem solving. Why else? Because design elements are all inter-related and work together to form a cohesive
whole. Meaning, if you proceeded with your plan of "making the type bigger," it may throw off the balance of the
rest of the piece. When it comes to graphic design or user interface design, most non-designers do not think in
terms of a system, which ultimately leads to a mish-mash, Frankenstein result.
If you want changes to the design, explain the problem clearly. “I want it to look more formal.” Maybe having
smaller type would make the design more formal. Let the designer figure it out.
Communicate clearly
In the beginning of a project, it's important to understand what's needed in order to create a successful
solution. Take the time to answer the designer’s questions, no matter how random they may seem.
Communicate the generalities first: "I need a website to show off my new products." Then make sure to
communicate the business objectives: "this needs to reinforce our brand;" or "we're looking to drive traffic to our
stores.” Never assume the designer knows what your business needs are. These details drive the piece and
make them functional.
Understand the value of the designer
Some people may regard graphic design work to be merely "cosmetic" or "embellishments." In some cases, it
can be. But good design is functional. It communicates with your customers, in the most ergonomic way. Great
design reinforces your brand, allows consumers to trust you, enhances your service, and makes the user
experience for your product or service exponentially more valuable.
Where to find freelance designers:
• http://fr.elance.com/
• https://www.odesk.com/
• http://www.behance.net/
• http://www.deviantart.com/
• http://www.jadeblackdesign.com

Vocabulary
Brand The perceived “emotional” corporate image as a whole.
Corporate Identity The visual aspects that form part of the overall brand.
Font A complete combination of characters created in a specific type of one style and size. The set of
characters in a font entail the letter set, the number set, and all of the special characters and marks you get
when pressing the shift key or other command keys on your keyboard.
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GIF (Graphics Interchange Format) GIF images display up to 256 colors. It supports animation and allows
an individual palette of 256 color for each frame. The color limitation makes the GIF format inappropriate for
reproducing color photographs and other images with consistent color. GIF images are compressed using the
LZW lossless data compression method to decrease the size of the file without corrupting the visual quality.
Graphic Design Visual communication using text or images to represent an idea or concept. It is also a term
used for all activities relating to visual design, including web design, logo design, etc.
Header The text which appears at the top of a printed page
Headline A large text illustrating the opening statement used in a layout.
High-Resolution Image An image with an extreme level of sharpness/clarity.
JPEG (Joint Photographic Electronic Group) A common process for compressing digital images.
PDF Stands for Portable Document Format. Developed by Adobe Systems in its software program Adobe
Acrobat as a universal browser. Files can be downloaded over the Web and viewed page by page, provided the
user’s computer has installed the important plug-in which can be downloaded from Adobe’s own Web site.
Pixel The smallest picture content that can be individually assigned a color.
PNG Portable Network Graphics format. PNG is used for lossless compression. The PNG format displays
images without jagged edges while keeping file sizes rather small, making them popular on the web. PNG files
are generally larger than GIF files.
Primary Colors The primary colors are put together to produce the full range of other colors (non-primary
colors), within a color model. The primary colors for the additive color model is; Red, Green and Blue. The
primary colors for the subtractive color model is; Cyan, Magenta and Yellow.
Rasterize An image is said to be rasterized when transformed from vector image to a bitmapped image. When
opening a vector image in a bitmap-based editing program, you are generally presented with a dialog box of
options for rasterizing the image.
Resolution The resolution of an image is an important factor in deciding the attainable output quality. The
higher the resolution of an image, the less pixilated it will be and the curves of the image will appear smoother.
Royalty-Free Photos Intellectual property like photos and graphic images that are sold for a single standard
fee. These can be used repeatedly by the purchaser only, but the company that sold the images usually still
owns all the rights to it.
Sans Serif A style of typeface that means “without feet”. Usual sans serif typefaces include Arial, Helvetica,
Avant Garde and Verdana.
Typeface A typeface consists of a series of fonts and a full range of characters, such as, numbers, letters,
marks and punctuations.
Vector Graphic Vector graphics allows the designer to expand or reduce the vector graphic in size without any
loss in quality using curves, points, lines and polygons.
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e-commerce for small businesses
About this tutorial
E-commerce is a term for any type of business, or commercial transaction, that involves the transfer of
information across the Internet and it should be a part of almost every small business, either as including very
simple solutions like e-mail reservations or as complex, all-encompassing online store solutions.
Christine Graf from cocoate.com wrote this tutorial which provides you with an overview about e-commerce
trends and tendencies around the world, explains what is
needed to start and/or improve your e-business and discuss some scenarios appropriate for the small
businesses.

What is e-commerce?
E-commerce refers to the buying and selling of goods and services via electronic channels.
It includes
• B2C: commerce including retail sales, travel sales, digital downloads
• B2B: electronic commerce between businesses
• C2C: sales between customers

Some numbers
An increasing internet penetration, growing trust in online shopping, improved infrastructure and a wide range of
products and services available online offered by sellers and retailers result in rapid growth of e-commerce
worldwide. In 2012, B2C e-commerce grew 21% to over 1trillion US$ ( 1,000,000,000,000 US$ !)
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The reasons for that growth are
• structural:
• increasing internet penetration around the world
• a lot of governmental and company campaigns to grow trust in doing online business
• an improved infrastructure: payment systems, software solutions, legal requirements, delivery and storage
systems,
• large number of devices connected with the internet
• on customer side:
• it’s time saving
• possible to buy with any device connected to the internet (approx. 20% is done via mobile devices!)
• easy to compare products & prizes
• not being into a crowd, staying in a queue
• lower prizes
• reduces your petrol costs
• less taxes
Online retail is decidedly convenient due to its 24-hour availability, global reach and generally efficient customer
service.
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The situation in Europe
In 2012, 170 million people in Western Europe were buying goods and services online.
In 2014, 186 million people in Western Europe will buy goods and services online.
The majority (more than 65%) are willing to spend up to 500 € /£ per single transaction.
Even though there are regional differences, the most popular products people buying online are :
• Travel & Accommodations
• Books & Magazines
• Digital media
• Fashion
• Food
However, small businesses still are underrepresented, only 13 % of their business is done online and with it they
create 4 % of their turnover. 1
Time to change it ;-)

How to start or improve your e-commerce?
It’s not done with the creation of an online shop or selling your stuff on Ebay or Amazon. You really need to sit
down and develop a strategy for your e-commerce as a part of your business development strategy.
Follow these three steps to check your ability to develop your e-commerce:

Improve your product readiness
• What are your transportation abilities & costs? Compare your total inventory holding costs to the cost savings
when using the a method of transport
• Do you need an online help to use your product?
• Do you offer technical support or after sales service?
• Does your product adapt to different environments (cultures, climates)?
• Are features easily & inexpensive modifiable for clients?
Products that have smell, taste or touch component, or where colors is an important part of might be less
suitable for e-commerce, but however, it depends on the service you offer to your clients (returns, sample
packages, etc.)

Improve your market readiness
Even though your product or services are ready to be sold online, you need a good, self-contained branding of
your company.
Your website is your online office. When using different services and channels to sell your products you need to
make sure to refer always to your website as your central point.
You need a good, honest, clear description of your product and service, it should be the same on- and offline.
Think off your market focus: local, regional or web-wide. The costs for developing your e-commerce are
depending on your market focus.
Check, compare and get inspired by what your competitors do, not only your local/regional one’s, the web-wide
1

http://ystats.com/reports/
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one’s.

Improve your structural readiness
Include your e-commerce strategy into your business development strategy, as that online business is a part of
your business and nothing separate.
Are you able to fulfill web orders promptly? As shorter your response time on online requests is, as higher is your
success rate. That means, you need to be constantly connected to the web to stay informed.
Your staff needs to be trained in using your online environment, on how to communicate with clients using
different channels and social media.
You as the boss should be the first person committed to e-commerce. It’s not enough just to let handle that ecommerce stuff by others.
Did you plan your financial and time resources? Will you develop all the necessary infrastructure by yourself or
will you rent and pay a monthly fee or percentage on product selling? Who is doing the web stuff?

What do you need?
Product presentation
An easy to navigate online catalogue of your products with a comprehensive description and good pictures.
Avoid marketing speech, don’t lie, don’t sugar - coat ;-)
A shopping cart
It could be done manually via a simple order form to be filled manually by the client or by using an online shop,
where the client just click on the product and add it into his shopping cart.
A checkout
A clear and easy displayed checkout procedure with
• summary of order
• transport costs
• other fees
• delivery details
Accepting payments
Either you accept payment
• via bank transfer
• on invoice
• at delivery
• with credit card (authorization for payment & charge back)
• by direct debiting
• with PayPal, MoneyBookers, BitCoin, etc. (http://www.w3.org/ECommerce/Micropayments/#What)
check the legal requirements in your country, the costs and offer an SSL encrypted communication.
Order management
This can be done manually, better and time saving would be an automatic system which provides automatic
buying confirmation for your client and creates an account for your client to follow the status of his transaction
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and accessing an invoice.
As sooner as people find what they want, as easier they can buy what they want and pay how they want, as
higher is your success rate.
Interactions with your clients and between clients
Buying something is a social process, even though we do it online! People are talking about your company,
your products, your services anyway, it’s a good idea to let them communicate via your website, include social
media and allow reviews, comments and personal recommendations.
You could add some how-to’s, tips & tricks, product and prize comparisons to keep clients attracted to your
site.

Seamless shopping
Retailers available in different countries are growing faster and are more profitable. One platform where clients
(and you) can manage the complete sales process without any break makes them feel comfortable and build
trust. Using external services might be a good solution if you can integrate them into your existing website,
connect to your existing administration of customers and products to manage your whole online business and
establish a self-contained branding of your company.
However, you need to adapt your sales to regional/cultural needs.
Seamless shopping makes it easy
• to navigate for clients
• to control sales processes
• to localize (languages, currencies, products)
• to analyze and evaluate your online services
Of course, you should be everywhere and use different channels to promote your online business but make sure
that it all refers to your company, to your website.

Online shopping systems
There are many different service and solutions available, ready to use and more or less modifiable to your online
environment.
Open source solutions

Proprietary Systems

VirtueMart for Joomla

Shopify

Ubercart for Drupal

Vendio

Drupal Commerce

Intuit

If you decide for the open source solutions you need the Content Management Systems Joomla or Drupal to
use these e-commerce extensions.
All of those online shopping systems offer multiple languages, currencies, applications for different devices,
order management, the integration of payment systems, etc.
It might be helpful for you to try out different systems to understand the way they are working, what your clients
want and how you can integrate it into your business.
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Your choice decisively depends on your time, staff, knowledge and financial resources.
However you decide, have always in mind what your customers want:
• compare products & prices
• speedy and efficient shopping
• peer reviews and comments
• get additional information online, via text message, email
• reach the seller in case of any questions by using their local language
• shopping with simple log in (while they are shopping)
• using any device connected to the web

Some e-commerce scenarios
These scenarios are results of brainstorming with businesses. Take them as inspiration for your own business.

Food shopping online
Selling food online is all about services to make life easier, food safety, specialities and their the story behind.
Grow local, buy local, sell local can be your slogan as a small business, think on:
• Delivery or pick up services: for lunch, dinner, to holiday home owners, for special occasions, for elderly
people, for working people, etc.
• Events: farm & garden visits
• Degustations
• Get to know producers
• Learn about local traditions and recipes
• Get and give recommendations
• Multiple languages
• use social media, such as Facebook, Pinterest, Foursquare
Some sites to get inspired:
• https://www.baklavaking.com/
• http://www.ediblearrangements.com
• http://www.farmigo.com/
• http://www.localharvest.org/
• http://www.eatwellguide.org/

Restaurants online
Explain what is special about your restaurant, what kind of food you prepare and why, where do you buy your
ingredients, what is your mission and vision.
Customer friendly services are also helping you to save time, ease the planning and preparation process and let
your focus on your core business: creating and serving food.
• Let people see your menu, let them choose what they would like to eat online
• Offer online reservations: to save time, to ease language barriers
• Allow reviews
• Give and get recommendations
• Invite to special events
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• Offer cooking courses
• Let clients cook
• Provide rewards for long term clients
• Build a repository of dishes (Pinterest) and tell their story
• Who else is eating here (Foursquare)
Checkout reservation systems and list your restaurant:
• http://www.openmyseat.com/
• http:/www.simpletablebooking.com/
• http://opentable.com/
• http://www.tripadvisor.com

Clothes online
People are interested in buying clothes they are special, trendy but different to all the other stuff they can find
everywhere. Selling clothes online is most convincing when it’s animated by videos and pictures and when they
find quickly what they are searching for but is has the highest return rate of products sold online. As a retailer
you have to pay special attention to your return policy.
• Make the shopping easy
• Create a story around the product: who created it, who else is wearing it,
• Explain materials used and their origin (ecological fashion!)
• Consult on colours, etc.
• Interact with your customers: let them show pictures wearing your clothes, let them create fashion,
• Recommendations what is wearable under certain body, health or climate conditions
• Ease the fitting issue: custom made clothes
You might find some inspiration on these websites:
• http://www.mytheresa.com/
• http://citizencouture.com/
• http://www.gorgeouscouture.com/
• http://www.onlinesuits.com/

Accommodation online
Tell the story of your business, your motivation doing this business.
Give a clear description of what people can expect at your place:
• Write about your services
• Allow online reservation and payment
• External services available
• What to do and where to go
• Rewards for long term clients
• Special deals
• Multiple languages
• Allow reviews
Use the big platforms for advertising your business, like
• http://www.bedandbreakfast.eu/
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• http://www.tripadvisor.com/

Kitchenware online
Tell the story of your company and show your expertise in that special field.
• Explain forms, functions and materials
• Pay attention on save shipping
• Interact with your clients: let them create wish lists, gift lists
• Offer swap meets
• Offer courses: cooking with the chefs by using..., table decoration, etc.
• Arrangements for special occasions
Some examples to get inspired:
• http://www.kitchenessence.ie/
• http://www.robinskitchen.com.au/
• http://www.einfach-online.de/

Real estate online
It’s a lot of money involved when buying a property and people want to be sure about the sales and
administrative process. Explain how this is working, what services you offer to guide and help them through
these challenges.
• Talk about financial trends, tax issues, recommend financial institutions to get in contact with.
• Tell the story of the property, talk about it’s history, modification possibilities, draw a vision of living there.
• Describe the living area, the infrastructure, the region it’s employment possibilities and economic situation.
• List some builders doing restoration and construction
• Show stories about restorations, modifications
• Publish expert advices about materials, energy saving, etc.
• Make good quality pictures or even videos but don’t photoshop!

Conclusion
An e-commerce strategy is indispensable. Reflect on your product readiness, your market readiness and your
organizational readiness.
Your website is your central online office and when using multiple channels and platforms (online and offline) to
promote your business, always refer to your website.
Provide high quality product pictures.
Crowdsource ideas and demands and interact with your clients. This is an invaluable resource of inspiration for
improving your business and for further development.
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